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W HEN I was a somewhat callow medical student, I
remember watching with envy the confidence and

social expertise of a friend. When faced with a large social
gathering he looked critically round the various chattering
nuclei, decided that none of the groups interested him and
then quietly started his own highly successful, competing,
conversational group. This he achieved by talking confi-
dently and interestingly on a subject of universal appeal-
underclothes.

We in our College have gradually gained our confidence
and medical recognition by first defining and then preaching
that general practice is an academic discipline in its own
right. But if the academic status of general practice is
to rise, it is necessary (as McWhinney has pointed out) to
develop an active area of research in a field unique to
general practice; to be fully effective this unique field, like
underclothes, must have both widespread interest and
application. It is my thesis that the study of human behaviour provides the general
practitioner with just such a unique and interesting field of research.

It is an obvious, if unfortunate fact, that our ability to understand and manipulate
things, whether they be mountains or molecules, has far outstripped our ability to under-
stand and manage ourselves. On browsing through a historical essay-left lying around
in my sitting room by one of my daughter's boy friends-I came across the instructions
given nearly 400 years ago by one of Queen Elizabeth's Ministers on the handling of
catholic priests and the need to avoid backlash through making catholic priests martyrs;
the instructions might well have been issued today-in 400 years man-management has
altered little.

Ethology-the science of behaviour-lies midway between physiology and psycho-
logy. Its principles are those of other sciences-observation, classification and predic-
tion.

Accurate classification is difficult to achieve in psychology because it is concerned
with abstract mental processes. Terms such as anxiety, stress, affective, schizoid-often
mean different things to different people with resultant continuing confusion. Ethology,
because it always involves the concrete actions of behaviour, gives us a much firmer basis
for clearly defined observation, classification and prediction, with correspondingly better
understanding of underlying mental processes. Ethology however has one major pitfall
-it tempts us to extrapolate that a happening in one species applies to another-what
Koestler calls rattomorphism. Behaviour studies in one species may throw great light
on the mental processes of another, but extrapolation must always be treated with
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reserve until possible conclusions have been checked in the second species. Thus an
observer seeing two bluetits flying repeatedly in to a small round hole can safely predict
that he will find a nest in the hole-yet we would laugh if he concluded from this that
two corporation workmen repeatedly entering a round manhole were in any sense of the
word 'nesting'.

I propose to look first at a few of the ways animal studies may throw light on our
everyday actions as doctors and then discuss some of the ways in which the general
practitioner by his unique place in the community is in a position to check many of the
applications of animal ethologists to human behaviour....

I. Territory
Eliot Howard-the father of ethology-a quiet, Quaker, Birmingham business man

made his observations on birds, especially moorhens, watched in the fields between 5 and
8 am before going to work. He recorded that just before nesting all the moorhens became
very conscious of territory and each pair defended its territory with great fierceness. He
noticed that the stronger aggressive birds had larger territories but that even the weaker
pairs gained an added strength (enabling them to drive off stronger birds) the nearer an
invader got to the heartland or nest area of their territory.

When I first entered practice I was taught not to be critical or aggressive especially
in people's homes-we all know to our cost that unpleasant rows with patients are more
likely to develop in a patient's home than in the surgery. We know too that the most
successful way of handling an aggressive drunk in his own home is to ask him as 'master
of his house' to help you sort things out-the mistake is to try and dominate the patient
in his home.-

Gradually ethologists came to realize that territory was only indirectly related to
feeding or breeding activities and they formulated the concept of territorial privacy-the
need for most of the higher forms of life for a minimum of 'social space'. Studies of
monkey colonies in the unnatural confines of zoos have shown the disastrous effect of
limiting such 'social space'. The monkeys tend under such conditions to develop
tyrannical hierarchies in which fear and violence replace the peaceful hierarchies of the
wild state in which social space is unlimited.

II. The noyau
The noyau is the name given to any group of animals in which the desire for social

space is balanced by the need to be together. The group held together in 'perfect
recrimination', was first described by Huxley, Tinbergen and others in relation to godwits,
gulls and many other species. Three hundred pairs of gulls may collect to nest on a small
patch of dunes or moorland, no different from the miles of similar surrounding terrain,
there to stimulate each other by squabbling continuously over the limits of their social
space. Why do they not spread out over the surrounding area?-Because they appear to
need the stimulus of squabbling with their fellows. Many of us will recognize the robust
noyau of some streets or happy families and will feel its absence in the emotionally sterile
avenues of a new housing estate.

HI. Displacement activities
These are present in most species and are of great protective importance, first

described by Tinbergen in herring gulls. When threat and squabble between two nesting
herring gulls are at their height and the gulls apparently about to tear each other apart-
at the moment of crisis both participants turn away from each other and start the ritual
of tearing up grass. Displacement activities such as this prevent much needless harm to
the species. We can find many such activities in ourselves. The moments of aggressive
anger when we are called out to a night call-the feeling of fury combined with the
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absolute certainty that 'they' are calling us out 'deliberately'. We are determined to tell
'them' exactly what we think in no uncertain terms. My old senior partner taught that
it was vital at such times not to say anything until after taking the history and examining
the patient. If we do this we can feel our anger almost magically draining away as we
go through the ritual of questioning and examining the patient.

IV. Imprinting
Lorenz described imprinting when he discovered that if he was the first moving

object that newly-hatched goslings saw they would follow him about and treat him as
their mother. This underlines the importance of first impressions in moulding human,
subconscious relations. It has a direct relevance to learning and teaching and is one of
the many reasons why the first teachers of medical students should be experienced and
humane doctors from all branches of the profession not just hospital specialists.

V. Pecking orders and hierarchies
Lorenz's classic description of pecking orders in jackdaw communities and the

observations of Zuckerman, Reynolds and many others on captive monkey communities
have shown how deeply buried in the evolutionary past is hierarchical behaviour.
Recently Lorenz has observed that unconfined, wild, monkey communities are ruled by a
group of elders who enforce their wishes by frowns and stares, while when confined-with
'social space' in short supply-this hierarchy is replaced by a different and more violent
one.

General practitioners have frequent opportunities to study those subconscious
hierarchical placings concerned with status that are responsible for much minor psychi-
atric disturbance. We all know the 'intellectual' wife who considers that her status is
lower than it should be. We know to our cost how such patients resort to a subtle
combination of psychiatric theorizing and minor neurotic complaints, to enable them to
face what they regard as the 'injustice of their position'.

Our unique position in the community may allow us even to help such unhappy
patients because they can consult us under cover ofa cold or physical complaint to discuss
their subconscious difficulties without ever openly admitting them. Sometimes, too we
can readjust the false values that lead such patients to place themselves wrongly in their
hierarchy-e.g. the intelligent worker from the shop floor, who suffers from tension
headaches-the result of promotion to work as an equal alongside freshly qualified
'college boys', can be greatly helped by the friendly general practitioner, who points out
that a first hand knowledge of people gained on the shop floor may be of greater practical
value than a degree.

VI. Redirection, bandwaggoning and contagion
These are just a few of the many terms that have been used by ethologists in their

study of monkey communities kept in confined conditions with shortage of social space,
in most of these we find a direct counterpart in our human lives. Thus redirection is the
passing on of frustrations by taking it out of a member of hierarchy below you-the
doctor ticks off sister, sister ticks off staff nurse, staff nurse takes it out of the junior pro.
Bandwaggoning is the tendency of any member of a hierarchy to join in a fight on the side
of the likely winner. Contagion is the general tendency of monkeys to enter a brawl if
there is a brawl going on-like the Irishman at the pubside fracas who asked "Is this a
private fight or can anyone join in?" When I read Kummer's and Reynold's accounts of
these monkey hierarchies I got an uncomfortable and unhappy feeling that I'd read them
before. It was only later that I realized the subconscious reason for this-they recalled
with unpleasant familiarity my first year at a public school.

On my rounds one morning I passed a dead female sparrow killed by a car lying in
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the middle of a main road, beside it hopped a cock sparrow, apparently unable to under-
stand the fact of death. When I returned an hour later, despite the traffic the cock was
still standing forlornly in the middle of the road. He may have been a bullying tyrant, or a
loving Darby amongst the sparrow Joans, but the fact remains that the relevance and
implications of animal ethology to human behaviour needs much further study.

The animal ethologist suspects that much of what he observes is relevant to human
behaviour yet he is in no position to check the correctness of his conclusions. He easily
makes woolly, emotional and philosophic extrapolations, e.g. implying that the pair-bond
in sparrows is similar to a Darby and Joan relationship of 50 years or he goes to the
other extreme epitomized by Professor Skinner who concentrates entirely on detailed,
factual and impersonal analyses of rat behaviour and learning process, yet nevertheless
extrapolates his conclusions to make assumptions about human learning processes
regardless, as Koestler says, of the essential rattiness of rats and humanity of humans.
The general practitioner is in an ideal position to check the extent to which observations
about animal behaviour can be applied to human beings.

The general practitioner and behaviour studies
Pasteur said "fortune favours the prepared mind". Studies of animal behaviour

provide a 'preparation of mind' for anyone like the general practitioner who is continu-
ally involved in human behaviour. There are two obvious lines of approach:
1. To observe behavioural situations in our community on which animal studies may have a bearing.
2. To observe the behavioural development of children and to use comparative animal studies to help

our understanding in the same way that we have used comparative anatomical studies to throw light
on human embryology and anatomy.

In the second half of this paper I hope to show how behaviour studies stimulate new ways
of thinking and produce a fresh approach to some behavioural problems facing the general
practitioner in the community.
I. Hierarchies in old people's homes

In one such home I visit I find about 20 old women all sitting in armchairs around
the walls of their sitting room. I do not run the home, which is visited by several doctors,
but I note that each old person has 'her chair'. There appears to be a 'sitting order'. If
we consider comparable animal studies a number of important questions are raised:
1. Are some chairs coveted by all and is there an underlying rigid hierarchy with certain chairs carrying

a status?
2. If so, what happens to the 'sitting order' when a 'top old person' dies?
3. Finally, does the presence of a rigid hierarchy indicate that the old people in this home are short of

'individual social space'?
I do not know the answer to these questions, but research would not be difficult and I
suspect would make a great difference to many old people's homes.

II. Minor psychoneurosis in women
General practitioners are well aware that women tend to report more frequently

to the doctor than men. Females do not appear to be less healthy and certainly live
longer than men. In our practice (as in others), minor psychiatric disorders are reported
three times more often by women than men. I believe these so-called diseases should be
regarded as behavioural problems for the following reasons:

1. I (like psychiatrists, specialists and general practitioners) treat these conditions with sympathy
and tranquillizers but am not apparently modifying the natural history of the disorder. T feel that the
tranquillizer has taken the place of the ubiquitious purge of 100 years ago.

2. Retrospective analysis in our practice shows that over a five-year period 50-60 per cent of all
women report such troubles.

3. I find it hard to believe that the origins of such almost universal female complaints are due to
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basic personality defects. If we as general practitioners could show clearly that such complaints are
behavioural, more effective treatment using understanding, suggestion and re-education might follow.

4. There are several animal studies which suggest that shortage of social space, over-crowding and
over-population lead to male-orientated hierarchies in which females are the first social casualties. The
present trend towards smaller families with isolation of the 'semi-detached housewife', may aggravate
this situation by removing hierarchies that apply to women's activities.

Is this problem a possible result of overcrowding plus our male orientated society?

Ill. The effects of physical stress on minor psychoneurosis
In our practice when houses were short, we studied retrospectively the minor

psychiatric illness reported by adults from an overcrowded permanent caravan site and
found surprisingly that these adults reported significantly less minor psychiatric disorders
than adult controls of similar class and family size from conventional housing. We
decided that adults living on the caravan site could not afford the luxury ofminor neurosis
and that physical or basic worries had displaced their neurotic worries. These two
examples illustrate the need for a new appraisal of the causes and treatment of minor
neurosis in women.

IV. The behavioural development of children
We hear of psychiatrists stating with apparent seriousness that adult violence may

follow excessively-rigid toilet training in the first year of life. What is the evidence (if
any) for such an idea? Imagination boggles at the interviews required to check this
hypothesis retrospectively, yet if it is correct such an idea could radically affect the future
of mankind. General practitioners are almost the only people who are in a position to
correlate prospectively this kind of early behavioural observation with the subsequent
development of the individual. Crying and sleeping: The amount of time spent by babies
on these two activities varies enormously, both are measurable and both might provide
valuable information about the later development and handling of children.

V. Pain and pain thresholds
A new born baby howls when we splash cold water over it to make it breathe. The

stimulus is obviously painful; six years later the cold of a snowball is ignored by the same
individual. At some point in the child's development the pain threshold has altered. We,
as doctors, are intimately concerned with pain and should know much more about the
variation of pain thresholds in different individuals under different circumstances. We
know that analgesics raise the threshold and are vaguely aware that interest and pleasure
may do the same while boredom and unhappiness probably lower it. Painful stimuli can
be standardized and measured and could form a valuable basis for research.

VI. Identification of the individual with his fellows
The whole of human behaviour is based on a single article of faith that can neither

be proved or disproved-simply that what you see is the same as what I see; that what is
painful to you is also painful to me and so on.

This simple act of faith is probably made by a baby somewhere during the second
year. For example; a comparative stranger such as a doctor sits facing a baby of 18
months, and places a red hat on his head; if then the hat is given to the baby, he may
tentatively place the hat on his own head-the baby has started to accept the idea of
individuality, because he has recognized that his head which he cannot see is the same as
the doctor's which he can see.

I remember when I was limping round in a pair of hard new shoes, seeing a four-year
old who also had on a pair ofnew red shoes. Spontaneously, the child commented "The
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doctor will be pleased he's got new shoes on too". The process was now almost com-
plete and involved emotions as well as things; the child assumed that his pleasure was
identical to mine.

Although this developmental process is easily observed and has great moral, social
and philosophical implications, little or no study has been made ofit either experimentally
or within the home backgrounds that we as general practitioners know so well.

VII. Parent-child reactions
Examples of possible studies of human behaviour relevant to general practice are

endless. The following list was produced from a single week's general practice:
Thumbsucking and use of dummy.
Sibling jealousy.
School phobia.
Hospital phobias in children and its carry over into adult life.
Factors that trigger-the sleeping pill habit-i.e. bereavement, hospital admission, etc.
Retiring from work.
In each instance there is a clearly defined happening in the human situation which

would allow specific behavioural studies. Because there is a clearly-defined occurrence
the following logical and scientific steps are possible:

Fact-finding survey.
Classification of material collected.
Prediction of future behaviour based on the classification.
Validation of prediction by observation.
Appropriate modification of advice given.

As a last example of the interaction between ethology and general practice I have
deliberately chosen one that illustrates the way in which animal studies catalyse experi-
ences in the life of a general practitioner to produce new lines of thought:

A series of apparently unrelated experiences:
The vivid yellow beaks and ugly appearance of blackbird nestlings.
Two harassed but otherwise apparently normal mothers of microcephalic babies who had attempted

infanticide.
Involvement with mothers who had initially ' rejected ' mongol babies with their odd shaped heads

and eyes.
Noticing the large numbers of plaster and glass Walt Disney Bambis and Thumpers in the homes of

patients and discovering by drawing that their appeal lay in the large head, prominent forehead and
large eyes.

A TV survey on the favourite animal of 12,000 children which showed that young children preferred
large animals-possible parent-substitutes and older children preferred small animals-possible child-
substitutes.

Noting the recent crop of decorative child pictures of children with enormous globular-Oxfam eyes
in homes.

So far all these different personal experiences were unrelated-the apparent junk in the
attic of every general practitioner's experience.

Animal behaviour study as catalyst
Then I read of an experiment on bird behaviour-in which it was shown that those

ugly, yellow 'gapes' of the blackbird nestlings stimulated the parents to feed their young.
If one yellow gape was artificially blackened-out the parents rejected this nestling and
refused to feed it. Here was a new line of thought and previous experiences started
clicking into place-the junk had become gold. Physical attributes such as size, size of
head, forehead prominence and eyesize may influence us more than we realize. These
attributes or lack of them may influence not only major human situations of rejection
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(infanticide, battered babies and so on), but also ordinary family and personal relation-
ships.

Perhaps we must learn to distrust and compensate for such superficial instinctive
reactions to discover the underlying true parental love; in the same way that we must
learn to distrust the superficial attractions ofthe dumb blonde to discover the more stable
underlying love of the true Darby and Joan 'pair-bond'. Thus I have travelled full circle
to my original theme.

Animal studies are a most wonderful and stimulating preparation for the study of
human behaviour but extrapolation from animals to humans requires adequate valida-
tion. If anyone is going to liken my behaviour to that of a frustrated baboon or a
homosexual duck, I want to be certain that such similes have been adequately shown to
apply to human beings.

Human behavioural studies and the validation of animal studies in humans presents
a great scientific challenge. I believe that the general practitioner in the community is in a
unique position to accept this challenge seriously, methodically and wholeheartedly-
never forgetting that animals are animals and humans are humans.

The field is wide open, the challenge is great and the rewards could be far reaching.
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ACCOMMODATION AT COLLEGE HEADQUARTERS

Temporary residential accommodation for members and associates and their families is
provided at college headquarters. This building, overlooking Hyde Park on one side and Princes
Gardens on the other, is central and easily accessible.

The charges, including breakfast, are as follows:
For single rooms £2 10s. Od. per night
For double rooms £4 5s. Od. per night
For a flatlet (bed-sitting room for two, bathroom and dressing room) £6 per night

or £36 per week
For a self-contained flat (double bedroom, sitting room, hall,

kitchen and bathroom) £42 per week
Children under the age of 12 years cannot be admitted, and dogs are not allowed.
Members and associates may, subject to approval, hire the reception rooms for meetings

and social functions. The charges for these are:
Long room (will seat 100) 25 guineas for each occasion
Damask room (will seat 50) 15 guineas for each occasion
Common room and terrace 15 guineas for each occasion

A service charge of 10 per cent is added to all accounts to cover gratuities to domestic staff.
For the convenience of members, four car ports, outside 14 Princes Gate, have been rented

by the College and may be hired, at a cost of 10s. 6d. per 24 hours.
Enquiries should be addressed to the Administrative Secretary, The Royal College of General

Practitioners, 14 Princes Gate, London, S.W.7. (Tel. 01-584 6262). Whenever possible bookings
should be made well in advance.


